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The one that’s knocking
Aerospace recruiting seldom tops
the to-do list for Northwest Florida’s
smaller counties, but Alabama’s Airbus plant provides a unique chance to
show off on a world stage...
Carrabelle, Fla.
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ruce McCormack, a Navy veteran
and quarter-century defense contractor, opened his company’s doors
in June at Franklin County’s tiny Carrabelle,
a location just right, he says – with lots of
geography and small demographics, amid
the dense forests and waterways of the
Apalachicola River Basin and along the regionally dubbed Forgotten Coast.
The timing also would seem right.
“In 2012, everyone wanted to start using
unmanned vehicles,” says McCormack. His
company, Gulf Unmanned Systems Center,
is designed to serve civilian, military and law
enforcement customers with unmanned
systems that can look below waterway surfaces, probe the ocean depths and do aerial

By Charlotte Crane

reconnaissance. The 15-employee business
operates from a 14,000-square-foot headquarters and 64,800-square-foot Operations
Center with adjacent runway.
Gulf USC is among the few companies in
Northwest Florida’s smaller, rural counties
with aviation-related activities. While direct
aerospace industry recruiting is rare in these
counties, aerospace is nevertheless a key
element of economic conversations, whether it’s a matter of gauging industrial support
opportunities, training manufacturing workers or charting logistics needs.
The $600 million Airbus plant being built
in Mobile, Ala., is one reason for the aerospace talk. True, aviation has been a part of
the region’s economy for years, but Airbus
has placed the region on the world stage.
To the northwest of Carrabelle in Jackson
County, the 10-employee CHR International of Marianna has carved its own niche. It
makes and sells $133,400 kits for its twoseat Safari helicopter. The company also
markets and upgrades existing Safaris and
assists kit buyers with assembly. They’re
classified by U.S. regulators as experimental
(Continued on page 2)
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and not for commercial use. CHR also
sells ready-made Safaris through dealers in New Zealand, Brazil, Russia,
Germany, France and Taiwan.
“We have our customers almost everywhere in the world,’’ says Delane
Baker, who with her husband, Bobby,
bought the business in 2009 from its
Canadian founders. Sales are up 10-15
percent from a year ago.
Why Marianna? “Wonderful climate,
low cost-of-living and an educated
work force because of the proximity to
military bases which are aviationfocused … schools are turning out the
mechanics.’’
When asked about interest in recruiting prime aerospace industries, economic developers in the near-dozen
Northwest Florida smaller counties
give such efforts little chance of success, due to stiff competition and their
focus on mainstays, such as agriculture,
tourism and consumer businesses.
“We pursue these companies, but
locations closer to our region’s military
installations, such as Tyndall and Eglin,
are saturated with retirees and former
Air Force contract employees that attract the aerospace businesses,’’ says
Roy Baker, financial services manager
for the Jackson County Development
Council. Economic development executives in nearby Calhoun, Washington
and Liberty counties likewise say they
aren’t recruiting in aerospace.
But Larry Sassano, president of the
16-county Florida’s Great Northwest,
sees aerospace as the one knocking.
“There is opportunity and focus in
the aerospace field now, even among
rural counties. Among prospects for
startups and development in Northwest Florida, 60 percent are focusing
on aerospace,” he says.
In Walton County, there’s a keen
sense of a sitting-between status – of
not being an aerospace center but not
lacking potential. Says Steve Jaeger,
executive director of the Walton
County Economic Development Alliance, “We have an excellent window
of time for attracting suppliers to the
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aviation industry, with AirU.S. aerospace industry
bus going up in Mobile.
Their suppliers, who are
Sales (est. 2014)
$232.1 billion
primarily European-based,
Work force (prelim. 2013)
618,200
will either have to ship to
Source: 2013 Year-End Review and Forecast from the
Mobile from Europe or set
Aerospace Industries Association
up manufacturing operations in the USA. If interested in USA that would mean within
impact on our company,’’ says AUS
reasonable distance of Mobile. And all President Jimmy Rich. AUS targets
of Northwest Florida becomes candi- support equipment needs in bidding
for work among aerospace companies.
dates for that.’’
Walton County has joined four other Because manufacturing is a key drivcounties – Escambia, Santa Rosa, Oka- er in the region – where it’s expected
loosa and Bay – to focus on recruiting to grow faster than elsewhere in FloriAirbus suppliers.
da -- availability of workers with 21stTransportation convenience and im- century manufacturing skills is seen as
provements frequently are seen as
critical. A recent survey by the Manuways to attract aerospace suppliers, and facturers Council of Northwest Florida
some small counties are buying into
predicted a shortage of 3,400 skilled
that concept. Example: Substantial
manufacturing workers within five
improvements done and planned at the years – with aircraft mechanics among
Marianna Airport in Jackson County – a dozen specialty areas. The worker
including new lighting, runway and
advantage: Pay is higher than in most
taxiway extensions and resurfacing –
other jobs. Looking ahead, the Council
could impress site-shoppers. Says City and the University of West Florida
Manager Jim Dean: “The way we’re
recently partnered to give manufactursituated, we could be one of those
ing careers a head start through creaplaces that’s close enough.’’
tion of advanced manufacturing career
While Northwest Florida counties
academies in middle and high schools
may be divided between those with
in Northwest Florida.
strong aerospace interests and those
One way or the other, direct or indirelying on legacy industries, there’s one rect, all counties in Northwest Florida
thing they all have in common: high
are likely to be impacted by the growinterest in advanced manufacturing.
ing aerospace sector. Of 2,000 aviation
Manufacturing, economic leaders
and aerospace companies in the state,
point out, is a supplier industry for
500 are in Northwest Florida, accordaerospace and is a growth industry in ing to Enterprise Florida.
its own right. Thus, aerospace can be
“Northwest rural counties are locatproviding jobs even in counties with
ed no more than an hour away from an
no direct aerospace operations.
airport, large city or a college,” says
“Take Holmes County, for examSean Helton, Enterprise Florida’s vice
ple,’’ says Jim Brook, executive direc- president of strategic communications.
tor of Opportunity Florida, a nine“The rural counties offer close proxcounty organization promoting ecoimity to strategic business resources, a
nomic growth: “There are four shops wealth of business opportunities, an
there that do both specialized work
outstanding quality of life and plenty
and construction manufacturing for
of available land.’’
metal parts, some of those serving aerNot bad for starters.
ospace-related companies.’’
AUS Manufacturing Co. at Bonifay
□□□
is one. “Any industry that involves
machining and fabrication work has
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Company profile - Continental Motors

Mobile company defining its niche
With a corporate history that
includes being a key supplier
during World War II, the company
founded in 1905 is on a path for
growth under Chinese aerospace
giant AVIC...
Mobile, Ala.

C

ontinental Motors Inc. President Rhett Ross spent the majority of 2014 traveling -- to
China, where parent company AVIC
International is based, to Europe and
to various parts of the Americas.
“There are a lot of opportunities,”
Ross says. “We’re visiting a lot of customers and making a lot of acquisitions.”
On Nov. 21, Continental closed on
its latest purchase, Mobile-based
Southern Avionics, marking the continuation of an effort to beef up its
service department that Ross says will
progress into 2015 and beyond. The
acquisition adds a new element -- avionics -- to Continental’s service division, which Ross envisions as a “one
stop shop” for the growing number of
high-end turboprop business jets that
will be flying into and out of Mobile,
especially after the $600 million Airbus
manufacturing facility comes online in
2015.
States Ross: “Before, our service department could only work on aircraft
engines and exteriors, but now we are
adding the capacity to work on actual
avionics and interiors. And that’s great
because when a customer brings in a
jet in for service, they typically want
more than just one thing done.”
The services division, based in Fairhope, across the bay in Baldwin County, has grown from fewer than 10 employees in 2012 to 35 by the end of this
year. Ross expects it to double in 2015.

By Kaija Wilkinson

Photo courtesy of Continental Motors

Aerial view of Continental Motors. Note the two aircraft flying between the photographer’s camera and the building.

The division, however, is only a small
part of a much larger operation that,
since 1967, has been exclusively
providing engines and related products
and services to commercial clients. The
company has more than 650 employees
worldwide, including 450 in the Mobile
area. Members of its service division
have the ability to move back and forth
between Mobile and Fairhope locations, depending on what is most convenient for a customer.

“Most of our military work in World
War II, believe it or not, was not in
aviation but manufacturing engines for
a variety of different marine and land
vehicles for the Army and Navy,” he
says. “We did provide some aircraft
engines, but mostly for military training
planes and spotter aircraft.”
After the war, Continental made engines for the Army’s Patton tank, and
expanded its commercial business significantly, building engines for
Beechcraft and Cessna, both in Wichita, Kan., and Piper in Vero Beach, Fla.
A deep legacy
It also supplied the IO-240 piston
Continental Motors was founded in
engine
for the Rutan Voyager, which
1904 in Muskegon, Mich. It produced
internal combustion engines for cars, circumnavigated the globe in 1986
trucks, tractors and equipment such as without refueling.
In the mid-1960s, it sold its military
generators. The company also built
division to General Dynamics and its
truck engines for the U.S. Army. In
commercial component to Teledyne
1927, it certified its first commercial
Technologies Inc.
aircraft engine, the Continental A40,
Since its move to Mobile Aeroplex at
for a Piper Cub.
Brookley
in 1967, Continental Motors
In World War II it supplied engines
has
been
providing
engines for small
in some models of the Sherman tank,
commercial
aircraft.
Ross elaborates:
and engines for the Grasshopper fleet
“It’s almost a retail kind of business
of observation/liaison planes.
(Continued on page 4)
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where we do one-off orders. We are
not like ST Aerospace that does big,
long-term contracts, not because we
wouldn’t want to, but it’s not really the
nature of our business segment.”
Washington, D.C.-based aerospace
analyst Richard Aboulafia describes the
segment as “a very small backwater of
the aviation business.” Continental
does not build engines for large commercial or business jets, but what they
do, he says, they do very well. The industry has more in common with the
auto industry than it does with planes.
He believes Continental is wise to diversify and cast its sights on upperechelon clientele.
“That’s a smart strategy,” Aboulafia
says. “The farther you go up on the
food chain in private aviation, the less
economic pain you’re going to feel.
You’re getting away from the general
public and into the rarified air of corporate flight departments.”
The business also looked attractive
to AVIC, which, through subsidiary
Technify Motors, acquired Continental
Motors in summer 2013.
Adapting to change

Since it has been at Brookley, Continental has physically shrunk. But that’s
not because of lagging business, but
rather changing technology.
“Manufacturing has changed so dramatically since the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s
in terms of the amount of real estate
you need to build product,” Ross says.
“What used to take five or 10 pieces of
equipment now takes one.”
The market, too, for small, primarily
recreational aircraft, which peaked in
the mid to late 1970s in the U.S., has
also changed, due to two factors: Product liability lawsuits “killed the industry
almost overnight,” starting in about
1980s, he says, while Baby Boomers,
which made up a large portion of the
customer base, have aged out of their
flying years.
Continental has adapted, continually
shifting its strategy for changing times.
The expansion of the service facility is
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part of that. Established in the mid1990s, the facility began to expand in
earnest in the 2000s, and is continuing
to gain momentum. Ross attributes the
success to “very good employees and a
focused marketing team with a clear
strategy.”
He continues: “We made expansion
of that division a conscious focus beginning in late 2012. Part of that involved moving our upstate New York
operations down here. It’s all about
leveraging the available space. Rather
than running a separate enginemaintenance facility, a separate fixedbase operator and a separate airframe
facility, we combined all those.” That,
he says, is more attractive to the customer.
Besides the service center expansion,
Continental aims in 2015 to increase
the number of products it exports to
Europe, Australia and South America.
Such exports account for about 25
percent now.
“New products we’re developing in
diesel-engine technology and lowhorsepower gasoline engines promise
to drive solid growth,” Ross says. Its
top selling products, both domestic
and export, are its long-running gasoline engines, which it sells to clients
such as Cirrus Aircraft Corp. of Duluth, Minn.
Continental developed a new sixcylinder, 180-horsepower alternative
fuel engine for a four-seat conceptual
aircraft developed by German lightsport aircraft manufacturer Flight Design. A team from there recently visited Continental to learn about the operation of the engine, about which Continental is optimistic.
“It’s a totally brand-new product that
will take market share from our competitors as well as allow us to have a
product in the growing international
pilot training market,” Ross says.
And in addition, the company’s newly developed line of diesel engines
holds some promise worldwide, since
diesel fuel is much more readily available than gasoline.
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Photo courtesy of Continental Motors

Crankcase half being machined at Continental Motors.

The company is hiring several staff
members in Mobile to help support
the new products. There are several
openings in the service division. These
are Airframe & Powerplant (A&P)
positions regulated by the FAA and
requiring approximately two years of
specialized training offered through
entities such as Alabama workforce
training agency AIDT, which has a
Brookley location and, by the time the
Airbus assembly line is up and running
– a $2.5 million training center at the
H.L. “Sonny” Callahan Airport in Fairhope.
□□□

Corporate HQs: Beijing, China (headquarters
of AVIC International, parent of Technify
Motors GmbH, of which Continental Motors
is a subsidiary)
Local operation: Continental Motors, Inc.
Locations: Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley, 2039
Broad Street, Mobile, Ala. 36615; 8600 County Road 32, Fairhope, Ala., 36532
Established: Company 1905, but in Mobile in
1967.
No. of local workers: 450
Focus areas: engines and engine parts for
small, commercial aircraft and related services
Types of workers: machinists, mechanics,
engineers, technicians, pilots
Employment information:
www.continentalmotors.aero/
Company_Information/Careers/
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Company profile - Marianna Airmotive

Small company with a big task
Its forte of overhaul, fabrication
and remanufacturing help keep
one of the military’s key assets
airborne, but leaders also hope to
grow the Cantonment company’s
portfolio beyond the C-5...

U.S. Air Force file photo

Cantonment, Fla.

M

aintaining a C-5 Galaxy is a
lot like taking care of an old
house. You never know
what you’ll find when you start looking
for problems -- corrosion, cracks and
other snafus.
“You pull off one part that you think
you’re going to repair and you find a
lot more problems,” said Tony Fiorentino, president of Marianna Airmotive,
which repairs venerable C-5s for the
U.S. Air Force.
The company, which had 18 employees in the late 1990s, now has about
125 working in Cantonment, 10 miles
north of downtown Pensacola.
Fiorentino is proud that his company
has the people who can handle the
often complicated work. It can be a
real challenge.
“It’s a thrill that we can do this,” he
said. “It’s great to see something come
in here all beat to hell and our engineering department and other employees can develop and repair and do all
the ancillary work that needs to be
done” to meet Air Force approval.

A C-5 Galaxy is the largest transport in the Air Force inventory. Marianna Airmotive helps keep it airborne.

pany showed the Air Force it could do
much more.
Now Marianna Airmotive overhauls,
remanufactures and fabricates parts for
the C-5, the largest airlifter made in the
United States. Built by Lockheed Mar-

On the job

The company, which got its start in
1968 in Marianna, Fla., moved to Cantonment in 1989 and took over an old,
largely vacant Boise Cascade Co. plywood facility to meet growing Air
Force contracts.
The work began with inlet cowls, but
the assignments expanded as the com-

By Mark O’Brien

Marianna Airmotive photo

Bonding mechanic Norman Hoffman deburrs fastener
holes on a longeron web. The longeron is where the
aircraft skin is fastened to the fuselage.

tin, it can carry 265,000 pounds of cargo 4,000 miles, holding up to five helicopters on military missions that included Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan and
elsewhere. C-5s also have been used
worldwide for humanitarian missions
in the wake of hurricanes, tsunamis
and earthquakes.
“Nothing else (made in the United
States) can haul what they can haul,”
said Fiorentino about the Galaxy.
With that kind of age and workload
on the aircraft, it’s not hard to imagine
the stress on parts and the patchwork
of field repairs that require more permanent fixes. And the C-5 is so old
that replacement parts sometimes
don’t exist, requiring Marianna to make
new ones.
“You’re always chasing your tail,”
said Fiorentino as he walked through
the plant, introducing a visitor to employees working on doors, frames and
other parts in need of overhaul.
In most cases, Fiorentino said, “it’s a
major, major overhaul. Some stuff is
beyond repair.”
(Continued on page 6)
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the C-5 and other aircraft. That could
include working on the Lockheed C130, P3 or other similar aircraft.
Fiorentino says the company and its
workforce have a proven track record
for technical capability, quality precision, attention to detail and thorough
documentation.
“We’d like to branch out and enter
other areas,” he said.
□□□

Marianna Airmotive photo

Special Projects Mechanic Donnie Tolliver (left) performs skin repair on an aft ramp while Special Projects Mechanic
Paul Busbee (right) inspects fastener installations.

Marianna Airmotive keeps three aeronautical engineers busy working on
repair designs, which must be approved by the Air Force before they
can be executed.
“The engineering department is what
really keeps us alive,” says Fiorentino,
who first came to Pensacola as a naval
flight student.
After 20 years as a lawyer, he closed
his practice in the late 1990s and
bought an interest in Marianna Airmotive, bringing him back to his first love,
aviation. He’s been hooked on aircraft
since he was a kid growing up near an
airport in Elkins, W. Va. Now he even
owns his own airfield in Pensacola,
Coastal Airport, where 10-12 aircraft
are based.

Marianna Airmotive photo

Special Projects Mechanics Roger Serwack (left), Al
Chunn (center), and Steve Countryman (right), disassemble and repair crew entry doors.

The future

The Marianna Airmotive plant took
a beating from Hurricane Ivan in 2004,
but the rebuilding inspired the company to make itself storm-resistant as
well as to enhance existing facilities.
It covers 160,000 square feet of
space for production, warehouse, sheet
metal, bonding, paint, welding, autoclave and manufacturing. The redesign
took some clever steps, building offices, for example, in the space over old
railroad tracks left from the Boise Cascade days.
The sections and parts are trucked
into the facility, though workers can
also travel to locations where the C-5s
are located to do on-site work.
Workers have all the modern equipment, a computer-controlled cutting
machine, a FaroArm for measurement.
Still, they sometimes prefer to put the
high-tech tools aside and work by
hand for up-close jobs that require the
human touch.
The typical employee has been at
Marianna Airmotive for more than
nine years, giving the company “a very
steady workforce,” Fiorentino says. It’s
a blend of ex-military and civilian
workers, and Fiorentino is eager to win
new contracts with the Air Force on

C-5 Galaxy
Type: transport/airlift
Builder: Lockheed
Engines: 4 GE TF-39 (C-5A,B,C); 4
GE CF6-80C2 F-138 (C-5M)
Payload: 36 standard pallets and 81
troops simultaneously
Maximum cargo: 270,000 pounds
Speed: 518 mph
Crew: 7
Fleet size: 29 C-5As; 52 C5B/C/M
Overview: One of the largest aircraft in
the world and the largest in the Air
Force inventory, cargo can be loaded
from the front and rear. Can carry a fully
equipped combat-ready military unit to
any point in the world and provide supplies to sustain the force. First unit produced in 1968 in Marietta, Ga., by Lockheed-George Co. The C-5M upgrade
will extend its life to 2040.
Source: U.S. Air Force fact sheet

Company: Marianna Airmotive
Location: Cantonment, Fla.
Established: 1968
No. of local workers: 125
Focus areas: Overhauls, remanufactures
and fabricates parts for C-5 Galaxy
Types of workers: aeronautical engineering, mechanics, production, warehouse,
sheet metal, bonding, paint, welding, autoclave and manufacturing
Employment information: 850-968-0807
Website: http://mariannaairmotive.com
Note: Originally established in Marianna,
company moved to Cantonment in 1989.
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Innovation - P-601

Niceville company paving new ground
A new FAA-approved asphalt
that’s more durable, stronger and
fuel resistant is making some
inroads at airports, but it will take
more time to overcome skepticism
about P-601...
Niceville, Fla.

T

here are three givens in life;
death, taxes, and innovations in
asphalt production being
viewed with skepticism.
So it has been for AVCON Inc., a
Niceville-based company that has
rolled out an asphalt its employees refer to as P-601.
In test after test, the new type of
pavement has proven stronger, more
durable and more fuel resistant than
pavement mixtures that have come
before it, yet company regional manager Lee Lewis said potential clients still
look warily at P-601.
“Everyone’s a little nervous about
trying something new in the business
until its proven,” Lewis said. The problem with that is that proven in this industry takes years, even decades.
Dr. Bob Boyer of Lynn Haven, Fla.,
is the engineering genius behind perfecting the P-601 marketed by
AVCON. It made its big splash locally
in 2010-11 when the Okaloosa County
Airports Department agreed to allow
the company to use its innovative
product on a project to expand hangar
aprons at the BAE Systems operation
on Bob Sikes Airport in Crestview.
Lewis recalled county officials saying
“we don’t mind being on the cutting
edge … don’t let us down.”
Bureaucrats in Tallahassee were
harder to sell, but were swayed when
Boyer, much respected with 50 years in
the field of asphalt engineering, stood
after someone opined that P-601 might

By Tom McLaughlin

P-601 asphalt is installed at Bob Sikes Airport in Crestview, Fla., in
October 2011. Specifications provide a tight asphalt mix with reduced
air voids, making the asphalt less susceptible to penetration by fuel, oil,
and hydraulic fluids. The pavement provides a long-lasting, stronger,
rut-resistant asphalt. In the photo to the right, asphalt core using the
PG82-22 binder (foreground) is juxtaposed against a standard asphalt
core using a PG64-22 binder. Photos courtesy of AVCON

make a fantastic demonstration project
somewhere.
“This is not a demonstration, this is
the future of airport pavement,” Boyer
said.
“Not another word was spoken,”
Lewis remembered.
“In your lifetime there are moments
you savor,” Boyer himself recalled with
a chuckle. “That was one of them.”
After long discussion, Lewis decided
to offer P-601 as a product that would
not only meet, but exceed, federal
standards for fuel resistant hot mix
asphalt pavement. It seemed a risky
move, but with Boyer’s backing, no
one blinked at the bold request, Lewis
said.
The year after the work was initiated
at Bob Sikes Airport, Okaloosa County
was rewarded for its faith in AVCON
when it received the American Associ-

ation of Airport Executives General
Aviation Project of the Year award.
P-601 improves upon its asphalt predecessors by offering a stronger surface for extremely heavy loads, such as
commercial jetliners, to rest upon. It
was originally designed as a “rut resistant” pavement, Boyer said, and has
been put down in the area of White
Point Road in Okaloosa County’s
Bluewater Bay, where heavy trucks had
scarred a less hardy asphalt surface.
After completing its work at Bob
Sikes Airport, AVCON used the specs
from that job to apply to the FAA for
approval of its pavement product as a
new federal standard. In what was considered nearly a speed record for review time the FAA approved that application last July.
The feds were “intrigued by the fuel
resistant qualities” of P-601, Lewis
(Continued on page 8)
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said, making it an ideal asphalt for use in
areas where planes are parked.
The aggregate is created using rocks smaller
than those found in more traditional asAdditional support
phalts,
this decreases the size and number of
provided by
air voids and helps build a more cohesive
product. P-601 also employs PG82-22, a
Mobile Area Chamber of
“binder”
made with a highly advanced polyCommerce, Ala.
mer that adds strength and increases durability of the asphalt, Lewis said.
Engineers have been working for years to
create heat resistant asphalts like P-601, with
a business in Norway credited as the pios 2014 draws to a
neer, Lewis said. What set the AVCON
close, the Gulf Coast product apart, he said, was Boyer’s developReporters’ League is look- ment and use of PG82-22.
ing ahead to 2015.
Yet when AVCON went to the FAA to
In the coming year, our
apply for its federal standard status, the
newsletters will include at
company sought no proprietary rights to the
least one about the Airbus asphalt product. Doubtless, that selfless gesfinal assembly line opening ture helped speed up the application process,
in Mobile. We’ll also con- but Lewis said it was mostly done as a quiet
tinue profiling the aeroway of honoring Boyer.
space companies in our
“Dr. Boyer was so eager to get it out
region, in part so young
there,” Lewis said. “He’s kind of retiring and
people can better underthis is a legacy to him. He wanted to see this
stand what’s available.
in practice before he leaves.”
We’ve also begun research
P-601 costs about 20-25 percent more to
for our 2015 annual.
use than other asphalts, Lewis said, but it’s
If you want to get this
also about half the price of concrete, the
newsletter delivered via
material most large airports use to surface
email, let me know by
their runway areas.
dropping me a line. You
There are markets available to AVCON
can also catch up on past
though, including Eglin Air Force Base,
issues by clicking here.
Lewis said. “We’ve had a sit down with
Eglin and they are very interested in this,” he
David Tortorano
said. “There’s no doubt in my mind once
Editor
they understand it better, they’ll be using it.
Dec. 8, 2014
When they get the funds and when they get
dtortorano@tortorano.com
the confidence.”
Eglin’s runways are constructed of asphalt,
Finding our archives
and due to the amount of activity they get,
For previous issues of the
need to be stripped down and resurfaced
newsletter, visit our newsevery 10 to 12 years, Lewis said.
letter library. For past is“That’s hard to do without impacting opsues of the annual book,
erations in some way,” he said.
go to our book library.
Lewis said his company has received assurYou can also search for
ances that if it can guarantee a life time of
stories dating to 2008 at
15 to 16 years for the life of Eglin’s runways
our aerospace daily news
“they’re all in and will be happy to pay the
feed. For story briefs daextra money.”
ting back to 2005, use our
AVCON has already done work at the
website archives.
Northwest Florida Beaches International

Look ahead

A
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Airport in Panama City. It has paved areas
where the biggest planes, everything from
737s to 767s, park, Lewis said. Airport officials have gained confidence in the P-601
asphalt as more capable of bearing the
weight of the commercial airliners.
The Panama City project was big for
AVCON, marking the first time the FAA
foot the bill for P-601.
Miami-Dade County Airport officials have
also made inquiries about P-601, Lewis said,
and it is one of the few large commercial
airports that has relied on asphalt runways
over the years.
Current negotiations revolve around putting AVCON asphalt down on some smaller
airports associated with Miami-Dade to see
how it performs, Lewis said. The airport’s
representatives “eyes lit up” when discussions came to the increased durability Miami
could expect to see if it put down P-601.
“They want to put down a test section and
we are confident when it succeeds they will
put our product down on most runways.”
Even with all the attention being paid to
AVCON since the introduction of P-601,
Lewis said the company is still dogged by
customer wariness and hasn’t seen a true
boom in product purchases. Boyer said he
anticipates eventually word of mouth will
lead to big things for AVCON.
“Every place it’s put down everyone is
infatuated with it,” he said.
□□□

Company: AVCON Inc.
Location: 320 Bayshore Dr., Niceville, Fla. 32578
Established: Corporate 1988, in Niceville, 1998
No. of local workers: six
Local focus areas: full service engineering and
planning firm primarily focused on civil engineering and mechanical/electrical/plumbing
design services.
Types of workers: licensed professional engineers, computer-aided drafting and administrative staff. Soon to hire construction inspectors.
Employment information: http://
www.avconinc.com/opportunities.html
Note: In addition to Niceville, AVCON has offices
in Orlando, Fort Lauderdale, Naples and
DeLand, all in Florida, and Charlotte, N.C.
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